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1 Introduction

1.1 Introducing Ishlangu Application Delivery Controller

Ishlangu is a high performance, application delivery controller (ADC) which allows
organizations  and  cloud  operators  to  create,  manage,  secure  and  deliver  key
services such as Web Services. 
Ishlangu 's innovative process architecture ensures it can handle large volumes of
application traffic efficiently. It's multi-node cluster  scalability  allows you  to  add
more  Ishlangu  nodes  to  your  cluster  as  the  need  arises.  This  allows  for  the
performance of your application delivery infrastructure to grow horizontally. 

Ishlangu  is  a  highly  capable  and  flexible  solution  that  can  be  adapted  and
extended  as  new  application  requirements  arise.  With  the  intelligent  uControl

 language, you can write sophisticated, tailored application traffic policies
to  inspect,  transform,  manage  and  route  requests  and  responses.  uControl

 can manage traffic at both Layer 4 and Layer  7,  providing  full  control  of
your application stream and it's underlying network connection.

Ishlangu  application  delivery  controllers  are  secure  out-of-the-box,  and  are
hardened against intrusion and Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks.  Support  for  the
fastest  and  strongest  SSL  encryption  technologies,  and  efficiently  decrypt  and
encrypt large numbers of  SSL  connections.  Full  application  traffic  inspection  as
well  as  acceleration  algorithms  can  be  applied  to  the  encrypted  request  and
response while retaining full end-to-end security.

For  critical  environments,  where  high-availability  is  essential,  Ishlangu's
innovative multi-node cluster technology is a must. It allows you to have multiple
active and passive Ishlangu units for redundancy. If one of the active units fails, a
another unit is available and brought into action automatically. This ensures that
there is no single point of failure in the system.

A  centralized  web-based  administration  console  monitors  and  manages  each
Ishlangu appliance in your appliance delivery infrastructure

1.2

Ishlangu can be customized using the powerful traffic management capabilities in

traffic management rules that can be applied to an Ishlangu appliance for
processing inbound and/or outbound application traffic.

Ishlangu rules are executed whenever a new connection or network request is
received by the Ishlangu appliance, and whenever it receives a response from a
back-end server. The rules can inspect the incoming and outgoing data in the
connection, and other connection aspects, such as the remote client address.

rewriting the request HTTP headers or the content body of an HTTP server
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response), set content caching directives for back-end server responses, or decide
how to route the request to the most appropriate server farm.

This makes it possible to control precisely how traffic is processed, using rules
designed to meet your own application delivery requirements.

management tasks:

Inspect incoming or outgoing application traffic and rewrite it fully or in part
as desired.

Restrict a website to a certain range of IP addresses.

Apply selective management to elements such as web spiders and scrapers.
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Control exactly how content caching acceleration is applied.

Future-proof your services against any change in the back-end components
of the system

Work around broken links and content on your website.

Enforce HTTPS usage for specific or entire site content.

Quickly and easily add web analytic site content without having to re-code
your web application.

Segment users based on User-ID or Cookie to provide a unique experience
for VIP users.

1.3

Send requests for www.shakatechnologies.co.uk to our main corporate site
www.shakatechnologies.com

Requests to URLs beginning with "/admin" are only allowed by Shaka
corporate office network users

servers (the farm named MobileApps)

def run() {

// Send users to our main corporate site

if(http.getHostHeader().equals("www.shakatechnologies.co.uk")) {

http.changeSite("www.shakatechnologies.com");

}

// Only allow requests for /admin from corporate users

if(!net.getRemoteIP().equals("80.169.169.2")) {

http.sendResponse(403, "text/html", "Access Denied!", null);

}

// Route requests from Android and iPhone users to "MobileApps" farm

var userAgent = http.getHeader(true, "User-Agent");

if(userAgent.contains("Android") || userAgent.contains("iPhone")) {

http://www.shakatechnologies.co.uk
http://www.shakatechnologies.com
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farm.use("MobileApps");

}
}

The next  rule can  be used  with  HTTP  responses.  It  processes  the  response  as
follows:

If the response 'Content-Type' is of 'image/*' type, then cache the image for
30 minutes

If the response contains references to  www.shakatechnolgies.co.uk,  rewrite
the references to www.shakatechnologies.com

def run() {

// Cache Images and hold entries in cache for 30 minutes

var content = http.getHeader(false, "Content-Type");

if(!string.isEmpty(content)) {

if(content.contains("image")) {

http.cacheResponse();

http.cacheEntryTtl(1800);

}
}

/* Rewrite response content that references the wrong 
*  domain name. Our corporate domain is
*  www.shakatechnologies.co.uk not www.shakatechnologies.co.uk
*/

if(content.equals("text/html")) {

var body = http.getBody(false);

if(body.contains("www.shakatechnologies.co.uk")) {

body = body.replaceAll("www\.shakatechnologies\.co\.uk", 
                       "www\.shakatechnologies\.com");

http.setBody(false, body);

}
}

}

http://www.shakatechnolgies.co.uk
http://www.shakatechnologies.com
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1.4 Application of Rules in Ishlangu

uControl   rules  are  used  by  a  proxy  server  to  choose  a  server  farm  to
handle  a  request.  The  rule  can  inspect  any  part  of  the  request,  modify  it,  and
decide which server farm should handle the request.

You can use a rule to dictate what parts of your application are accessible, based
on the connection attributes or the type of client the request originated from. For
example, you could segment users based on User-ID or Cookie to provide unique
experience for VIP users. Enforce the usage of HTTPS usage for specific or entire
site content. 

Rules can be used to  check the response from  the server  and  modify  it,  or  even
cache  it  for  faster  retrieval.  You  could  rewrite  server  responses  that  contain
sensitive or incorrect data on the fly, with no application downtime.

1.5

Application Security >> Rules repository.
You can create rules here, modify them and delete unused rules as required.

You can configure a proxy server to execute one or more rules each time it
receives a new request or response. This way, several different proxy servers can
use the same rule, and modifications to the rule take effect on all proxy servers.

1. Create a new rule in the rule repository.

2. Configure your proxy server to use the rule.

1.5.1 Creating a Rule

On the Application Security >> Rules page you have the ability to create, view, edit
and delete existing rules located in the Rules data table.

Please bear the following in mind when creating or editing a rule:

Rules can be of any length; bear in mind that a very long rule may be
inefficient.
Closing the editor or navigating away will automatically discard any
changes. You have to click on the Save button to ensure changes you make
are saved to the system.
Make sure all code you wish to execute is located within the Run method.
The keywords 'farm', 'http', 'logger', 'net' and 'string' are reserved words and
cannot be used as variable names.
Pressing Tab on your keyboard should insert a tab into your rule rather than
changing focus.
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access this anytime by clicking on the Rule Reference Guide button.

features to assist users in writing code and improving readability:

Syntax coloring 
Automatic indentation
Code Snippets
Code Auto-completion
Editor Resizing

Code Snippets

For example, lets say
you wanted to write a common 'if-else' block of code.  Normally you would have
to type out the entire block of code.  With the snippet functionality, just type 'ife'
and press the TAB key.  The rule editor will generate the 'if-else' block for you and
move the cursor to the conditional section of the 'if' statement.

There are quite a few snippets that you can use.  For a full list of the snippets, just
press CTRL + SPACE on your keyboard, anywhere in the rule editor and a pop-up
will display all the snippets.

Code Auto-completion

editor will lookup local code variable declarations as well as help complete
method declarations. By pressing CTRL + SPACE on your keyboard, the editor's
auto-complete context menu will display allowing you to select the local variable
or method name with its' parameters:
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Create Rule

To create a new rule, proceed as follows:

1. Click on the New button
The Rule pane will appear.

2. Make the following changes:
Name:  Enter a unique and descriptive name for the rule.
Rule Editor: Enter the code within the run method. 

3. Click on the Save button.

The rule will be compiled and then saved to the Rules data table. If there is an
issue with your code's syntax, a compilation error will occur and the rule will not
be saved. 

rule's name and define the rule within the def run() method. When you click on the
Save button, the system will compile the rule. Any complication errors will be
displayed on the screen.
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 Warning - 
rules or in response rules. For example, a function that modifies a parameter of a
request will have no effect if used in a response rule (as the request has already
been submitted to a node). Please refer to the documentation for each function in
the rule reference guide.

Applying a Rule to a Proxy Server

Once a rule has been successfully created, it can be applied to any proxy servers.
To configure a proxy server to use the rule, proceed as follows:

1. Navigate to the Application Security >> Configuration >> Proxies >>
Configure Proxy Server page. 

2. If the rule is to process the request, click on the Add rule button under the
Request Rules table. However if the rule is to process the back-end server
responses, then click on the Add rule button under the Response Rules table.

3. A dialog box will appear where you can choose new rules to add to the
proxy from the drop-down selection. You are also able to define the rule's
processing priority. The lower the number set the higher the rule priority. A
rule priority of 0 is the highest priority you can assign a rule.

4. Rules are processed in the order of their priority. If the first rule does not
make a final decision about a request or response, the second rule is
processed, etc.
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2

requests, allowing him to manage application traffic in the most efficient way.

such as Java or Javascript. This chapter describes the syntax of the language.

2.1 Statements

statement. Each statement ends with a
semicolon ';

http.setHeader(true, "Host", "secure.site.com");
farm.use("farm2");

Any text between a '//' and the end of the line is called a comment and is ignored.

// Log to the system
logger.log("Starting request processing...");

var path = http.getPath();

2.2 Data Types

Integers: A sequence of digits, such as '23' and in hex format (0xFF).

Floating point: A decimal point (5.60) and scientific (1.0e-5).

Strings: A string is a character sequence enclosed by a set of "" (double)
quotes.

In strings, special characters can be escaped using the standard '\' notation (for
example, "\n" is a newline character). The following escape sequences are
recognized in strings:

Escape
Sequences

Description

\b Backspace BS

\t Horizontal tab HT

\n Formfeed/newline  character
FF

\r Carriage Return CR



\" Double Quote "

\' Single Quote '

\\ Backslash \

You will need to be aware of escaping rules when writing  regular  expressions in
uControl  For example, in a string, the character '\' automatically escapes
the next character, so if you want a literal '\' in your string, you need to escape it '\
\'.

2.3 Variables

A variable can store an integer, floating point or string value. When you assign an

data type based on the value assigned to it. This is called variable type inference.
Therefore, you could write variable declarations like this:

var myVar = 10; // myVar is of type Int

var path = http.getPath(); // path is of type String

var pi = 3.14159265359; // pi is of type Float

Variables have a global scope, and exist for the duration of the execution of the
rule. Values stored in variables are discarded when the rule completes.

Variable declarations always start with the 'var' keyword and then the variable
name. The value of a variable is set by the assignment operator '='.

never directly be modified by functions. For example:

var name = "Johnny";
name.replace("Johnny", "Timmy");

logger.log(name); // Will print out Johnny to the script log

name = name.replace("Johnny", "Timmy");

logger.log(name); // Will print out Timmy to the script log

In the above example, the string variable name is first set to "Johnny". When we
try to modify the variable by using the function replace directly, nothing
happens to the value of the variable, as the variable is immutable. That is why
when we print out the value of name to the script log, it still outputs "Johnny". We
can only modify the value of name by reassigning its value with the '=' operator.
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2.4 Expressions

Expressions 
variables, evaluated functions and operators. Expressions are evaluated when the
rule is executed.

Expressions can be used to:

Construct complex strings from several different values;

Create complex tests for 'if' conditions or 'while' loops;

Perform mathematical calculations.

An expression can be used anywhere a literal value (or variable) would be
suitable.

You'd normally see expressions, in assignment statements, assigning a value to a
variable or in condition statements and as function arguments. For example:

var message = "The User-Agent is: " + http.getHeader(true, "User-Agent");

var bodyLen = http.getBody(true).length();
if(bodyLen > 1024 * 1024) {

logger.log("Very large request body: " + bodyLen);

}

2.4.1 Operators

Expressions are constructed from operands (variables, literal values etc.) and
operators. Operators perform calculations or tests on their operands.

The following operators can be used:

Arithmetic Operators

language (Assume variable A holds 10 and variable B holds 20):

Opera
tor

Description Example

+ Adds two operands A + B will give 30

- Subtracts second
operand from the

A - B will give -10



first

* Multiply both
operands

A * B will give 200

/ Divide numerator
by de-numerator

B / A will give 2

% Modulus Operator
and remainder of
after an integer
division

B % A will give 0

String Concatenation

Strings are concatenated with the '+' operator, as in:

var message = "Request User-Agent = " + http.getHeader("User-Agent");

The '+=' operator can append its second string type operand to the first:

var message = "Go ahead... ";
message += "make my day!";

Relational Operators

These operators compare their operands. The following relational operators are

20):

Opera
tor

Description Example

== Checks if the value
of two operands is
equal, if yes then
the condition
becomes true.

(A == B) is not
true.

!= Checks if the value
of the two operands
is not equal, if yes
then the condition
becomes true.

(A != B) is true.

> Checks if the value
of the left operand
is greater than the

(A > B) is not true.
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Opera
tor

Description Example

value of the right
operand, if yes then
the condition
becomes true.

< Checks if the value
of the left operand
is less than the
value of the right
operand, if yes then
the condition
becomes true.

(A < B) is true.

>= Checks if the value
of the left operand
is greater than or
equal to the value
of the right
operand, if yes then
the condition
becomes true.

(A >= B) is not
true.

<= Checks if the value
of the left operand
is less than or equal
to the value of the
right operand, if yes
then the condition
becomes true.

(A <= B) is true.

 Note - Only basic data  types like integers and  floating  point  numbers can  be
related  with  these  operators.  Strings  are  a  more  complex  data  type  and  you
should  use the supplied  functions to  properly  compare strings.  String  functions
are outlined in CHAPTER 5 of this document.

Logical Operators

These operators treat their operands as either 'true' or 'false', and return true or

variable A holds 1 and variable B holds 0):

Opera
tor

Description Example

&& Called Logical AND (A && B) is false.



operator. If both the
operands are non
zero (true) then the
condition becomes
true.

|| Called Logical OR
operator. If any of
the two operands is
non zero (true) then
the condition
becomes true.

( A || B) is true.

! Called Logical NOT
operator. Used to
reverse the logical
state of its operand.
If a condition is true
then Logical NOT
operator will make
it false.

!(A && B) is true.

Bitwise Operators

These  operators  perform  bitwise  operations  on  their  integer  operands.The
following bitwise operators supported by uControl  are as follows (Assume
variable A holds 60 and variable B holds 13):

Opera
tor

Description Example

& Binary AND
operator
copies a bit to
the result if it
exists in both
operands.

(A & B) will give 12
which is 0000 1100

| Binary OR
operator
copies a bit if
it exists in
either
operand.

(A | B) will give 61
which is 001 1101

^ Binary XOR
operator
copies the bit
if it is set in

(A ^ B) will give 49
which is 0011 0001
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one operand
but not both.

~ Binary Ones
Complement
operator is
unary and
has the effect
of 'flipping'
bits.

(~A) will give -60 which
is 1100 0011

<< Binary Left
Shift
operator. The
left operands
value is
moved left by
the number of
bits specified
by the right
operand.

A << 2 will give 240
which is 1111 0000

>> Binary Right
Shift
operator. The
left operands
value is
moved right
by the
number of
bits specified
by the right
operand.

A >> 2 will give 15
which is 1111

>>> Shift right
zero fill
operator. The
left operands
value is
moved right
by the
number of
bits specified
by the right
operand and
shifted values
are filled up
with zeros.

A >>> 2 will give 15
which is 0000 1111



Assignment Operators

uControl   supports  the  following  mathematical  and  bitwise  assignment
operators:

Opera
tor

Description Example

= Simple
assignment
operator.
Assigns
values from
the right-side
operands to
the left-side
operand.

C = A + B will assign
value of A + B into C

+= Add AND
assignment
operator. It
adds right
operand to
the left
operand and
assigns the
result to the
left operand.

C += A is equivalent to C
= C + A

-= Subtract AND
assignment
operator. It
subtracts the
right operand
from the left
operand and
assigns the
result to the
left operand.

C -= A is equivalent to C
= C - A

*= Multiply AND
assignment
operator. It
multiplies the
right operand
with the left
operand and
assigns the
result to the

C *= A is equivalent to C
= C * A
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left operand.

/= Divide AND
assignment
operator. It
divides the
left operand
with the right
operand and
assigns the
result to the
left operand.

C /= A is equivalent to C
= C / A

%= Modulus AND
assignment
operator. It
takes the
modulus
using two
operands and
assigns the
result to the
left operand.

C %= A is equivalent to
C = C % A

<<= Left shift AND
assignment
operator.

C <<= 2 is equivalent to
C = C << 2

>>= Right shift
AND
assignment
operator.

C >>= 2 is equivalent to
C = C >> 2

&= Bitwise  AND
assignment
operator.

C &= 2 is equivalent to C
= C & 2

^= Bitwise
exclusive OR
and
assignment
operator.

C ^= 2 is equivalent to C
= C ^ 2

|= Bitwise
inclusive OR
and
assignment
operator.

C |= 2 is equivalent to C
= C | 2

Operators Precedence in uControl 



Operator  precedence  determines  the  grouping  of  terms  in  an  expression.  This
affects how an expression is evaluated. Certain operators have higher precedence
than others; for example, the multiplication operator has higher  precedence than
the addition operator:

For example X = 7 + 3 * 2; Here X is assigned 13, not  20  because the operator  *
has higher precedence than + so it first gets multiplied with 3  *  2  and  then  adds
into 7. Here operators with the highest precedence appear at the top of the table,
those  with  the  lowest  appear  at  the  bottom.  Within  an  expression,  higher
precedence operators will be evaluated first.

Category Operator Associativity

Postfix ( )[ ] Left to Right

Unary ! ~ Right to Left

Muliplicative * / % Left to Right

Additive + - Left to Right

Shift >> >>> << Left to Right

Relational > >= < <= Left to Right

Equality == != Left to Right

Bitwise AND & Left to Right

Bitwise XOR ^ Left to Right

Bitwise OR | Left to Right

Logical AND && Left to Right

Logical OR || Left to Right

Assignment = += -= *= /=
%= >>= <<= &=

^= |=

Right to Left

Comma , Left to Right

2.5 Conditionals

The condition is an expression, which is evaluated.

The return value of the expression determines whether the condition is 'true' or
'false'.
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The if Statement

An if statement consists of a Boolean expression followed by one or more
statements.

Syntax:

if(Boolean_expression)
{

// Statements will execute if the Boolean expression is true
}

If  the boolean  expression  evaluates to  true  then  the  block  of  code  inside  the  if
statement  will  be  executed.  If  not  the  first  set  of  code  after  the  end  of  the  if
statement (after the closing curly brace) will be executed.

The if...else Statement

An if  statement can  be followed  by  an  optional  else  statement,  which  executes
when the boolean expression is false.

Syntax:

if(Boolean_expression)
{

// Executes when the Boolean expression is true

} else {

// Executes when the Boolean expression is false
}



The if...else if...else Statement

An if  statement can  be followed by  an  optional  else if...else statement,  which  is
very useful to test various conditions rather than using a single if...else statement.

When using if, else if , else statements, there are a few points to keep in mind:

An if can have zero or one else's and it must come after any else if's.

An if can have zero to many else if's and they must come before the else.

Once an  else  if  succeeds,  none  of  the  remaining  else  if's  or  else's  will  be
tested.

Syntax:

if(Boolean_expression 1)
{

// Executes when the Boolean expression 1 is true

} else if(Boolean_expression 2) {

// Executes when the Boolean expression 2 is true

} else if(Boolean_expression 3) {

// Executes when the Boolean expression 3 is true

} else {

// Executes when none of the above conditions are true.
}

For Example:

def run() { 

var path = http.getPath();

if(path.startsWith("/secure")) {

farm.use("secureFarm");

} else if(path.startsWith("/admin") && 
          net.getRemoteIP().equals("80.169.169.2")) {

farm.use("adminFarm");

} else {

farm.use("regularFarm");
}

}
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2.6 Loops

There may be a situation when you need to execute a block of code a number of
times. A loop statement allows us to execute a statement or group of statements
multiple times. 

uControl  supports 'while', 'do' and 'for' loops.

'while' loops

A while loop repeats a statement or group of statements until a given condition is
true. It tests the condition before executing the loop body.

Syntax:

while(condition) {
statement(s);

}

Flow Diagram:



The key point of the while loop is that the loop might never run. When the
condition is tested and the result is false, the loop body will be skipped and the
first statement after the while loop will be executed.

Example:

var count = 0;
while(count < 10) {

logger.log("In loop, count = " + count);
count+=1;

}

'do' loops

A do loop is much like a while loop statement, except that it tests the condition at
the end of the loop body. Unlike a while loop, which tests the loop condition at the
top of the loop, the do...while loop checks its condition at the bottom of  the loop.
A  do...while  loop  is  similar  to  a  while  loop,  except  that  a  do...while  loop  is
guaranteed to execute at least once.

Syntax:

do {
statement(s);

} while(condition);
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Flow Diagram:

Example:

var count = 0;
do {

logger.log("In loop, count = " + count);
count+=1;

} while(count < 10);

'for' loops

A for  loop  allows you  to  execute  a  sequence  of  statements  multiple  times  and
abbreviates the code that manages the loop  variable.  A  for  loop  is  a  repetition
control structure that allows you to efficiently write a loop that needs to execute a
specific number of times. 

Syntax:

for(var x <- Range) {
statement(s);

}

Here the Range could be a range of numbers and that is represented as i to j.  The
left-arrow <- is called a  generator,  so  named because it  is  generating  individual
values from a range.

Example:



var count = 0;
for(count <- 1 to 10) {

logger.log("In loop, count = " + count);
}

2.7 Complex Data Types

Arrays

array, which stores a fixed-size
sequential collection of elements of the same type. An array is used to store a
collection of data, but it is often more useful to think of an array as a collection of
variables of the same type.

Instead of declaring individual variables, such as number0, number1,...., and
number99, you declare one array variable such as numbers and use numbers[0],
numbers[1],...,numbers[99] to represent individual variables. 

You can define a list of names for example using the following code:

var names = Array("Ron", "Wendy", "Dayne", "Brendt");

The values in this array can then be looked up:

var someone = names[0];
logger.log(someone);

This will  cause the string  "Ron"  to  be printed  to  the script  log.  uControl  
has functions that make it  easy  to  work  with  array  structures.  If  you  wanted  to
print all of the names stored in an array, it is easily done:

var names = Array("Ron", "Wendy", "Dayne", "Brendt");

var count = 0;

// log all elements in the array
logger.log("My array has " + names.length);

for(name <- names) {
logger.log("Element #" + count + " " + name);
count+=1;

}

For  more  information  on  array-specific  functions,  please  refer  to  the  uControl
 Reference  Guide  in  the  Ishlangu  Application  Delivery  Controller  Admin

Console or the Function Reference section in CHAPTER 5.

Maps

A map in  uControl   is  similar  to  an  array,  but  instead  of  storing  a  list  of
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values, it stores a list of key/value pairs. Any value can be retrieved based  on  its
key. Keys are unique in the map, but values need not be unique. 

You can define a map using the following code:

var colors = Map("red" -> "#FF0000" , 
"yellow" -> "#FFFF00", 
"blue" -> "#0033FF", 
"azure" -> "#F0FFFF");

In order to print all of the keys and values stored in the map, you can first get a list
of keys in the form of an array - using the map.keys() function - that you can then
use in a foreach loop to print all of the values:

colors.keys.foreach{ i => logger.log("Key = " + i + "; value = " + colors(i));}

Combining the above two samples of code will result in the following output in the
script log:

2.8 Functions

A function performs an action, and returns a value. Functions are used to provide

grouped into families. For example, functions that operate on HTTP requests all
begin with 'http.', like 'http.getHeader()' or 'http.setBody()'.

A function is called using its name, followed by a pair of parentheses '( )'. Many
functions take one or more values as parameters, and these are listed inside the
parentheses.

net.getRemoteIP();
http.setHeader(false, "Server", "Ishlangu");
var greetingToLower = string.lowercase("Hello there!");

Function names are case sensitive.  So,  the function  'http.getPath()'  cannot
be invoked using 'http.getpath()'. When trying to compile this code you  will
get a rule compilation error.

CHAPTER  5  (Function  Reference)  describes  the  various  uControl  
functions.



2.9

application traffic, must reside in the def run() code block. All application

you use to manage your application traffic must reside within this code block:

2.10 Escaping Regular Expressions

Regular expressions may contain a number of special characters:

Character Description

. Matches any single
character

? Indicates that the
previous expression is
optional

* Matches any number
of the previous
expression

^ Matches the beginning
of a string
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$ Matches the end of a
string

If  you  wish  to  match  a  literal  '.',  or  other  special  character  in  your  regular
expression, you escape it with a '\' character.

 Note  -  Like  many  other  scripting  languages,  strings  use  '\'  as  an  escape
character, so to put a regular expression like "^192\.168\." into a uControl 
string, you must double-escape the '\' character:

var clientIP = net.getRemoteIP();

// Sets the regex string as ^192\.168\.
var strMatch = "^192\\.168\\.";

if(clientIP.matches(strMatch)){

logger.log("Client IP is on the 192.168.* network.");

}

Note that it's not often necessary to use regular expressions in uControl  It
is  recommended  that  you  do  not  use  regular  expressions,  unless  it  is  really
necessary.  Regular  expressions  require  compilation  of  the  expression  pattern
every time it runs, which can slow down rule processing.  The following  methods
can be used to search strings without impeding performance:

[String].contains()

[String].startsWith()

[String].endsWith()

net.isIpInSubnet()

In  the first  three functions we call  the associated  string  object  functions,  where
[String]  is  the  string  variable  name.  Core  language  functions  are  explained  in
detail in CHAPTER 5.

2.11 Processing HTTP

The HTTP protocol is fully understood by Ishlangu. On a new HTTP connection,
request rules are not started until all the HTTP headers have been received.

http.getPath() and
http.setQueryString()) are available to parse and manipulate the request.

When an HTTP response is received from a back-end application server, it does
not execute the response rules until it has received all the HTTP headers in the



http.setCookie() and http.setHeader()) are available to manipulate
the response.

Although multiple HTTP requests can be submitted down a single TCP connection
(using keepalives and pipelining), the Ishlangu appliance transparently separates
these requests and handles each individually. 

HTTPS traffic that is decrypted (SSL Offloading) by the Ishlangu appliance is
handled in exactly the same way. The HTTP payload requests can be inspected
and manipulated just as if they were sent in plain text.

2.12 Controlling Communication State

communication state of the Ishlangu appliance, when processing requests and
responses:

Function Description

farm.use() When used in a
request rule,
aborts all rules
processing and
specifies the
server farm to give
the request to.

http.sendResponse() When used in a
request rule,
specifies the
response to send
to the client. The
current request is
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discarded and no
data is sent to any
back-end servers.

http.redirect() When used in a
request rule, sends
client a HTTP 302
redirect response.
The current
request is
discarded and no
data is sent to any
back-end servers.

http.changeSite() When used in a
request rule, sends
client a HTTP 301
redirect response.
The current
request is
discarded and no
data is sent to any
back-end servers.

3

3.1 Routing by Content Type

This example inspects the client's user-agent in a HTTP request. It chooses a
server farm to handle the request based on the browser type.

Setup a server farm for each of these farms called WebKit, WAP and JME
respectively. The following rule directs network traffic according to the type of
browser making the request.

def run() {

// Determine the client's capabilities

var browser = http.getHeader("User-Agent");

if(browser.contains("iPhone") || browser.contains("Android")) {

farm.use("WebKit");

} else if(browser.matches("MIDP.*CLDC")) {

farm.use("JME");

} else {



farm.use("WAP");

}
}

 

3.2 Customer Prioritization

This example inspects the cookie in an HTTP request. It uses the value of the
cookie to determine which server farm to select. One server farm has faster
servers than the other server farm, which are dedicated for premium users.

The company have divided their customer base into "whales" and "tunas"
membership. It wishes to give priority to the "whales" customers. Two server
farms are created, premium and standard. The premium server farm is assigned
five 48 core monster servers, while the standard server farm is assigned two 24
core standard servers. 

The site uses a cookie login system, and assigns a cookie with the customer type
encoded as the cookie value. The Ishlangu appliance can inspect the cookie and
differentiate between membership levels, sending traffic to the correct server
farm:

def run() {

// Get the bookmaker_member cookie value

var memberType = http.getCookie("ourBet_Mem");

if(!string.isEmpty(memberType)) {

var decoded = string.base64Decode(memberType);

if(decoded.contains("whales")) {

farm.use("premium");

} else {

farm.use("standard");

}
}

}

3.3 Mask Credit Card Data

In this example we are going to ensure that none of our responses contain credit
card data. If they do, mask the digits with X character. This rule will inspect the
HTTP response from the back-end application server and therefore should be
applied to the proxy server's response rule list:
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def run() {

// Ensure no credit cards pass

var body = http.getBody(false);

// Visa
body = body.replaceAll("^4[0-9]{12}(?:[0-9]{13})?$", 
                       "XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX");

// MasterCard
body = body.replaceAll("^5[1-5][0-9]{14}$", "XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX");

// American Express
body = body.replaceAll("^3[47][0-9]{13}$", "XXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX");

http.setBody(false, body);

}

Although  this  is  not  a  total  application  security  solution,  this  example
demonstrates how Ishlangu and the power of uControl  can be used as an
additional  layer  of  security  along-side Ishlangu's Application  Firewall,  to  ensure
your customer's data is safe and secure. 

4 Troubleshooting

This chapter lists some useful techniques.

4.1 Debugging Rules

logger.log()' can be used to log a message to
the script log. 

Consider the following code:

if(http.getPath().contains("default.ida") && 
   http.getRawQueryString().contains("NNN")) {

logger.log("Rejecting potential code red attack");
http.sendResponse(403, "text.html", "Go Away!", null);

}

This will append the message to the script log file, located in Logs & Reports >>
View Logs:



Troubleshooting

When you are debugging a rule, you can use logger.log() to print out
progress messages as the rule executes. The logger.log() function takes a
string parameter. You can construct complex strings by appending variables and
literals together using the '+' operator:

var message = "Connecting client IP: " + net.getRemoteIP();

logger.log(message); 

5 Function Reference

5.1

The core functions are grouped into several families:

[array]. : These functions facilitate the use and manipulation of arrays within

[map]. : These functions facilitate the use and manipulation of maps (or key/

[string]. : These functions operate on strings and other sequences of data.
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5.1.1 Arrays

The following methods can be used to manage variables of type Array:

Array.concat(array1, array2)

Concatenates the two supplied arrays. The returned value is a new array with the
elements of array2 appended to the end of array1.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Append 4, 5 and 6 to the array

var numbers = Array(1, 2, 3);

var more = Array(4, 5, 6);

var newNumbers = Array.concat(numbers, more);

// newNumbers is now (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6);

var count = 0;

for( i <- newNumbers)
{

logger.log("Element in " + count + " : " + i);
count+=1;

}
}

contains(value)

Returns whether or not this array contains the specified value as an element. Note
that it will not match elements inside sub-arrays.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var test = Array("bob", "emily", ("susan", "billy"));

if(test.contains("emily")) {
// Evaluates to true

}

if(test.contains("billy")) {
// Evaluates to false

}
}

clone()
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Returns a copy of this array. 

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Copy arr Array to the test Array
var arr = Array("bob", "emily","susan", "billy");
var test = arr.clone();

}

filter(var => boolean)

Removes elements from this array that return false when evaluated in the given
expression, and returns a new array.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Only get extension headers "X-" from request
var headerNames = http.getHeaderNames(true);
var extHeaders = headerNames.filter(x => x.contains("X-"));

}

head()

Returns the first element in this array.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the first element in the array
var names = Array("bob", "emily", "susan", "billy");
logger.log("The First Name = " + names.head);

}

isEmpty()

Returns true if and only if this array is empty.

Sample Usage

def run() {
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var headerNames = http.getHeaderNames(true);

if(!headerNames.isEmpty) {

// Process header names
}

}

last()

Returns the last element in this array.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the last element "billy" in the array
var names = Array("bob", "emily", "susan", "billy");
logger.log("The Last Name = " + names.last);

}

mkString(separator)

Concatenates all  elements of  this array  into  a  string  separated  by  the  supplied
separator.  Note  if  no  arguments  are  supplied  to  this  function  all  elements  are
concatenated together as one string. Elements that are arrays themselves will be
concatenated as a substring of the returned string.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the last element "billy" in the array
var names = Array("bob", "emily", "susan", "billy");
logger.log("The all names = " + names.mkString(", ");

}

reverse()

Reverses the elements of this array. The return value of this function can be used
as the argument to another function to perform multiple operations.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var names = Array("bob", "emily", "susan", "billy");
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// Returned array will be ("billy", "susan", "emily", "bob")
names.reverse;

}

size()

Returns the number of elements in this array. 

Sample Usage

def run() {

// See how many HTTP headers there are in the request
var headers = http.getHeaderNames(true);
logger.log("There are " + headers.size + " headers in this request");

}

sorted()

Returns this array sorted in ascending order.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Loop through a sorted array 
var test = Array("bob","susan", "billy", "emily");
for(item <- test.sorted) {

logger.log(item);
}

}

take(n)

Selects the first  'n'  number  of  elements in  this array  and  returns them  in  a  new
array.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var numbers = Array(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6);

// first4 has the first 4 elements (1, 2, 3, 4) from array numbers 
var first4 = numbers.take(4);

}

takeRight(n)
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Selects the last  'n'  number  of  elements in  this array  and  returns them  in  a  new
array.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var numbers = Array(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6);

// last2 has the last 2 elements (5, 6) from array numbers 
var last2 = numbers.takeLast(2);

}

5.1.2 Maps

contains(key)

Returns whether this map contains the supplied key.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// See if ron is in the map of users and if so validate his password
if(users.contains("ron")) {

if(users("ron") == userPass) {
// Access is Granted

} else {
// Access is Denied

}
}

}

empty()

Returns an empty map of the same type as this map.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var myMap = Map(1 -> "bob", 2 -> "erin", 3 -> "fred");
var corpMap = myMap.empty;

}

isEmpty()

Returns true if and only if this map is empty.
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Sample Usage

def run() {

var cookies = http.getCookies(true);

if(!cookies.isEmpty) {
// Process request cookies

} else {
// Process rest of request

}
}

keys()

Returns an iterator containing all the keys that this map contains.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the set of IPs that have connected to the site
var temp = iPs(net.getRemoteIP());
temp += 1;
iPs += (net.getRemoteIP() -> temp);
var connectedIPs = iPs.keys;
logger.log(connectedIPs.size + " unique IPs have connected to the site");

}

size()

Returns the number of items in this map.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var headers = http.getHeaders();

logger.log("There are " + headers.size + " headers in this request");
}

values()

Returns an iterator containing all the values in this map.

Sample Usage
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def run() {

// Add up the values of a map
var values = myMap.values;
var total = 0;
for(i <- values) {

total += i;
}
logger.log("The total is " + total);

}

5.1.3 Strings

concat(str)

Concatenates the specified string to the end of this string.

Sample Usage
 

def run() {

// Returns The answer is 42
var s = "The answer ".concat("is 42");

// Returns The answer is 42 not 24!
var t = s.concat(" not 24!");

}

contains(str)

Searches this string  for  the  specified  substring.  Returns  true  only  if  this  string
contains the specified substring.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var browser = http.getHeader("User-Agent");

if(browser.contains("iPhone"))
{

// Browser is of type iPhone ...
}

}

endsWith(suffix)

Returns true only if this string ends with the specified suffix.

Sample Usage
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def run() {

var path = http.getPath();

if(path.endsWith(".cgi")) {
// Request is for a CGI script...

}
}

equals(str)

Compares this string  to  the supplied  string.  The result  is  true  if  and  only  if  the
supplied string, represents the same sequence of characters as this string.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var path = http.getPath();

if(path.equals("/secure") && 
   net.getRemoteIP().equals("80.169.169.2")) {

farm.use("SecureApp");
}

}

indexOf(str)

Returns  the  index  within  this  string  of  the  first  occurrence  of  the  specified
substring.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var s = "The quick brown fox";

// Returns 4
var index = s.indexOf("quick");

}

lastIndexOf(str)

Returns  the  index  within  this  string  of  the  last  occurrence  of  the  specified
substring.

Sample Usage
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def run() {

var s = "Bob's buddy Bob";

// Returns 12
var index = s.lastIndexOf("Bob");

}

length()

Returns  the  length  of  this  string.  The  length  is  equal  to  the  number  of  16-bit
Unicode characters in the string.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var s = "Bob's buddy Bob".length(); // Returns 15
}

matches(regex)

Returns true if and only if this string matches the given  regular  expression.  Note
that  the  backslash  (  '\'  )  character  is  an  escape  character  in  uControl  
strings. The string "\b", for example, matches a single backspace character when
interpreted  as a  regular  expression,  while  "\\b"  matches a  word  boundary.  The
string literal "\(hello\)" is illegal and leads to a  regex  pattern  compile-time error.
In order to match the string (hello)  the regex  pattern  string  "\\(hello\\)"  must be
used.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var browser = http.getHeader("User-Agent");

if(id.matches(".*Android 2\\.[2-9].*|.*Android 3.*")) {

farm.use("WebkitApp");

} else {

farm.use("WapApp");
}

}

replace(target, replacement)
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Replaces each substring of this string that matches the literal  'target'  string  with
the  specified  literal  'replacement'  string.  The  replacement  proceeds  from  the
beginning of the string to the end, for example, replacing "aa" with "b" in the string
"aaa" will result in "ba" rather than "ab".

Sample Usage

def run() {

var url = http.getPath();

url = url.replace("/tinyurlxyz", "/product/promo/brand/xyz");
}

replaceAll(regex, replacement)

Replaces each substring of this string that matches the given  regular  expression
with the given replacement. Note that the backslash ( '\' ) character is  an  escape
character  in  uControl   strings.  The  string  "\b",  for  example,  matches  a
single backspace character when interpreted as a regular expression, while "\\b"
matches a  word  boundary.  The string  literal  "\(hello\)"  is  illegal  and  leads  to  a
regex  pattern  compile-time error.  In  order  to  match  the  string  (hello)  the  regex
pattern  string  "\\(hello\\)"  must  be  used.  Note  if  the  regular  expression  'regex'
contains bracketed  sub-expressions,  the the  variables  $1...$9  will  be  set  to  the
matching substrings and can be used in the 'replacement' string.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var url = http.getPath();

// Replaces /tinyurlxyz with /product/xyz
location = location.replaceAll("/(tinyurl)(xyz)", "/product/$2");

}

replaceFirst(regex, replacement)

Replaces  the  first  substring  of  this  string  that  matches  the  given  regular
expression with the given replacement.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var url = http.getPath();
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// Replaces /tinyurlxyz/tinurlxyz with /product/xyz/tinyurlxyz
location = location.replaceFirst("/(tinyurl)(xyz)", "/product/$2");

}

reverse()

Returns the characters of this string in reverse order.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var s = "esrever".reverse(); // Returns "reverse"
}

split(regex)

Splits  this  string  around  matches  of  the  given  regular  expression.  Returns  an
array  containing  the  substrings  of  this  string  that  were  delimited  by  the  given
'regex'.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var s = "boo:and:foo";
var strArray = s.split(":"); // results in Array(boo, and, foo);

var words = http.getBody(false).split("\\s+");
logger.log("There were " + strArray.length + " words.");
// Prints out the number of words in the http response.

}

substring(beginIndex, [endIndex])

Returns  a  new  string  that  is  a  substring  of  this  string.  If  the  'endIndex'
parameter is specified,  the new string  begins with  the character  at  the specified
'beginIndex' and extends to the character at the index 'endIndex - 1'. Thus
the  length  of  the  new  string  is  'endIndex  -  beginIndex'.  However  if  the
'endIndex'  parameter  is  not  specified,  then  the  new  string  begins  with  the
character at the specified 'beginIndex' and extends to the end of this string.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Returns "/bin/sh"
var s = "#!/bin/sh".substring(2);
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// Returns "/bin
var t = s.substring(0,4);

}

toLowerCase()

Converts all of the characters in this string to lower case and returns the result.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Returns abcdefg
var s = "AbCdEfG".toLowerCase();

}

toUpperCase()

Converts all of the characters in this string to upper case and returns the result.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Returns ABCDEFG
var s = "aBcDeFg".toUpperCase();

}

trim()

Returns a copy of this string, with leading and trailing white space omitted.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Returns "ABCD"
var s = " ABCD ".trim();

}
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5.2

manipulate and direct traffic within Ishlangu application delivery controller. They
also provide higher level capabilities to data types such as Strings, Maps and
Arrays.

access.: These functions are used to manage the SSO sessions when an
access plan is used to secure the application.

farm.: These functions are used to select the server farm to balance the
connection with.

geo.: These functions allow you to determine the geographical location of a
connection.

http.: These helper functions allow you to query and manipulate HTTP
connections easily, without having to parse and interpret the connection
directly.

http.wco.: These functions can be used to optimize web content such as
CSS and Javascript.

logger.: These functions can be used to append messages to the script log
file.

net.: These functions can be used to query and manipulate the connection
directly.

string.: These helper functions allow you to manipulate string data types
easily.
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5.2.1 Access

access.clearSession()

This function clears the Ishlangu SSO session of the user from the session cache
for the configured access plan. This function will return true if the session was
successfully removed from the cache, otherwise it will return false.

Sample Usage

def run() {

/*
* Clear out user's session if user clicks 'Logout' link
* in SharePoint and log the result to the script log.
*/
var path = http.getPath();
var userIP = http.getRemoteIP(true);

if("/_layouts/SignOut.aspx".equals(path)) {
   var result = access.clearSession();
   if(result) {
      logger.log("Cleared logon session for IP: " + userIP);
   }
}

}

5.2.2 Farm

farm.getActiveServerCount(farm)

This function returns the number of real servers that are active in the named
farm. This will not include any real servers that have been disabled or marked as
"unhealthy" by the health monitor.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Throw a warning if the number of live nodes drops below 3
var count = farm.getActiveServerCount("AppServers");
if(count < 3) {
   logger.log("Farm AppServers running low on servers!");
}

/* If there are less than two nodes, use a different farm.
 * Otherwise use the priority farm.
 */
if(count < 2) {
   farm.use("AppServers-backup");
} else {
   farm.use("AppServers");
}
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}

farm.use(farm)

Selects the server farm to load-balance the HTTP request with and stops
processing of any more rules. This method may only be used in request rules.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Route requests to app servers or static web servers
if(http.getPath().equals("/images")) {
   farm.use("StaticWeb");
} else {
   farm.use("AppServers");
}

}

5.2.3 Geo

geo.getCity(ipAddress)

Returns the city of the supplied IPv4 address, or null if the data could not be
found.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var remoteIP = net.getRemoteIP();
var location = geo.getCity(remoteIP);
if (location != null)
{
   // Add a header to the request indicating the city the user is from
   http.setHeader(true, "X-User-City", location);
}

}

geo.getCountry(ipAddress)

Returns the country of the supplied IPv4 address, or null if the data could not be
found.

Sample Usage
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def run() {

// Redirect all requests from Spain to the Spanish website
var remoteIP = net.getRemoteIP();
var location = geo.getCountry(remoteIP);
if ("Spain".equals(location))
{
   http.redirect("http://www.shakatechnologies.es");
}

}

geo.getCountryCode(ipAddress)

Returns the two-character country code of the supplied IPv4 address, or null if
the data could not be found.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Upgrade "US" users to 'VIP' membership
var remoteIP = net.getRemoteIP();
var location = geo.getCountryCode(remoteIP);
if ("US".equals(location))
{
   http.setCookie(false, "Priority", "VIP_USER");
}

}

geo.getLatitude(ipAddress)

Returns the decimal latitude of the supplied IPv4 address, or -1 if the data could
not be found. This may be accurate to city, region or country only. To find out,
check whether geo.getCity() and geo.getRegion() return null.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var remoteIP = net.getRemoteIP();
geo.getLatitude(remoteIP);

}

geo.getLongitude(ipAddress)

Returns the decimal longitude of the supplied IPv4 address, or -1 if the data could
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not be found. This may be accurate to city, region or country only. To find out,
check whether geo.getCity() and geo.getRegion() return null.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var remoteIP = net.getRemoteIP();
geo.getLongitude(remoteIP);

}

geo.getRegion(ipAddress)

Returns the region (e.g. US state) of the supplied IPv4 address, or null if the data
could not be found.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// If the request is from Florida send it to the EastCoastFarm
var remoteIP = net.getRemoteIP();
var location = geo.getRegion(remoteIP);
if ("Florida".equals(location))
{
   farm.use("EastCoastFarm");
}

}

geo.getRegionCode(ipAddress)

Returns the two-character region code (e.g. US state abbreviation) of the supplied
IPv4 address, or null if the data could not be found.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Send a direct response to requests from Michigan (MI)
var remoteIP = net.getRemoteIP();
var location = geo.getRegionCode(remoteIP);
if ("MI".equals(location))
{
   http.sendResponse("200", "text/plain", "Hi Michigan.", null);
}

}
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5.2.4 Http

http.cacheEntryTtl(timeout)

Set the time to live (in seconds) for the cached response to remain in the Ishlangu
in-memory cache.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Cache Images and hold in memory for 30 minutes
var content = http.getHeader(false, "Content-Type");
if(!string.isEmpty(content)) {
   if(content.contains("image")) {
      http.cacheResponse();
      http.cacheEntryTtl(1800);
   }
}

}

http.cacheResponse()

Caches the HTTP response from the back-end server in the Ishlangu in-memory
cache.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Cache Images
var content = http.getHeader(false, "Content-Type");
if(!string.isEmpty(content)) {
   if(content.contains("image")) {
      http.cacheResponse();
   }
}

}

http.changeSite(url)

Redirect users to a new website. It is a more advanced version of the http.redirect
() method that will retain the path, protocol and query string of the original HTTP
request.Please note that this method sends a HTTP 301 redirect rather than the
HTTP 302 redirect sent by the http.redirect() method. For instance, if the original
HTTP request was for "http://www.example.co.za/product/images?item=flagSA",
then this method would redirect the user to "http://www.example.com/product/
images?item=flagSA". If the orginal HTTP request matches the supplied
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redirection, then this method will take no action and let the request continue. This
ensures that no redirection loops occur.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Send users to our main corporate site
if(http.getHostHeader().equals("www.shakatechnologies.co.uk")) {
   http.changeSite("www.shakatechnologies.com");
}

}

http.getBody(isRequest, count)

Returns the body of the HTTP request (isRequest = true) or response (isRequest =
false). If the option count parameter is provided, getBody() will return the first
'count' of bytes in the request or response. If count is not supplied then the entire
request or response body will be returned.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Read the entire response body
var data = http.getBody(false);

}

http.getCookie(isRequest, name)

Returns the named cookie in the incoming HTTP request (isRequest = true) or in
the outgoing response (isRequest = false) 'Set-Cookie' or 'Set-Cookie2' response
headers. This helper method makes it easier to parse the HTTP 'Cookie' or 'Set-
Cookie' headers and extract the values of a particular cookie, rather than using
http.getHeader() directly.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the J2EE session cookie
var cookie = http.getCookie(true, "JSESSIONID");

}

http.getCookies(isRequest)
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Returns all of the cookies in the HTTP request (isRequest = true) or response
(isRequest = false). This method is a helper method to retrieve all cookies without
have to parse all of the headers using the getHeaders. The returned object is a
map of cookie name to a List(String) of cookie values
("JSESSIONID:1093A283LA199JHOAS762304792BCNUW","X-
Mapping:NNN7898LLK")

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get all the cookies in the HTTP request
var cookies = http.getCookies(true);
if (cookies.isEmpty) {

logger.log("There are no cookies in the request");
} else {

// Output cookies names and their vales
cookies.keys.foreach {

key => logger.log(key);
cookies(key).foreach {value => logger.log(key + ":" + value)}

}
}

http.getFormParam(name)

Returns the supplied form parameter, decoded value from the POST body data in
the HTTP request stream. If the parameter does not exist in the POST data, null
will be returned.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get User's Product Selection
var userSelect = http.getFormParam("Product");

}

http.getFragment()

Returns the %-decoded fragment identifier in a URL. For instance if the requested
URL was "http://www.shakatechnologies.com/features.htm#app%20firewall" the
function would return "app firewall". If a fragment does not exist in the URL, null
will be returned.

Sample Usage

def run() {
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// Get User's Location Within A Page
var pageSection = http.getFragment();

}

http.getHeader(isRequest, name, defaultValue)

Returns the value of the named request (isRequest = true) or response (isRequest
= false) header.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the client's browser name and version in the request
var userAgent = http.getHeader(true, "User-Agent");

}

http.getHeaders(isRequest)

Returns a map of all the HTTP header names to a List(String) of header values in
the request (isRequest = true) or response (isResponse = false).

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get all header names and their values in HTTP request
var headers = http.getHeaders(true);
// Output the Header Names and their Values
if (!headers.isEmpty) {

headers.keys.foreach{
key => logger.log(key + ":");
headers(key).foreach {value => logger.log(value);}

}
}

}

http.getHeaderNames(isRequest)

Returns a List(String) of header names present in the HTTP request (isRequest =
true) or response (isRequest = false).

Sample Usage

def run() {
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// Get all the header names in the HTTP Request
var headerNames = http.getHeaderNames(true);
// Output the List of header names
if(!headerNames.isEmpty) {

headerNames.foreach {name => logger.log(name);}
}

}

http.getHostHeader()

Returns the HTTP Host header from the incoming HTTP request. Any port
definition is removed, for example if the Host header is
'www.shakatechnologies.com:80' then this method returns
'www.shakatechnologies.com.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Check the hostname used in the HTTP request
var hostName = http.getHostHeader();

}

http.getMethod()

Returns the HTTP request method used to make the request such as GET or
POST.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Check if HTTP request method was POST
if(http.getMethod().equals("POST")) {
   // Process this POST request
}

}

http.getPath()

Returns the path  in  the HTTP  request  URL,  decoding  all  sequences  of  escaped
octets (%-encoding)  and  removing  the query  string  if  one  was  provided.  It  also
removes  the  prefix  protocol  and  hostname  of  the  URL,  for  example  a  URL  of
"http://www.shakatechnologies.com/application/main%20Menu?page=42"  will
be returned as "/application/main Menu".
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Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the decoded HTTP request path
var path = http.getPath();

}

http.getQueryString()

Returns the decoded query  component of  the HTTP request URL,  for  example a
URL  of  "http://www.shakatechnologies.com/application/main%20Menu?
pages=4%2D2" will be returned as "pages=4-2". If no query string is present in the
URL this method returns null.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the decoded HTTP request query string
var queryString = http.getQueryString();

}

http.getRawFragment()

Returns the %-encoded fragment identifier in a URL. For instance if the requested
URL was "http://www.shakatechnologies.com/features.html#app%20firewall" the
function would return "app%20firewall".  If  a  fragment does not exist  in  the URL,
null will be returned.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get User's Location Within A Page
var pageSection = http.getRawFragment();

}

http.getRawPath()

Returns the %-encoded path in the HTTP request URL, removing the query string
(if  one  was  provided),  the  prefix  protocol  and  the  hostname  of  the  URL,  for
example  a  URL  of  "http://www.shakatechnologies.com/application/main%
20Menu?page=42" will be returned as "/application/main%20Menu".

Sample Usage
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def run() {

// Only route safe requests to back-end servers
var rawPath = http.getRawPath();
if(!rawPath.contains("%00")) {
   farm.use("AppServers");
}

}

http.getRawQueryString()

Returns the encoded query  component of  the HTTP request URL,  for  example a
URL  of  "http://www.shakatechnologies.com/application/main%20Menu?
pages=4%2D2" will be returned as "pages=4%2D2".

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the encoded HTTP request query string
var rawQueryString = http.getRawQueryString();

}

http.getStatus()

Returns the status message from the HTTP response of a back-end server. This
method can only be used in HTTP response rules.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the HTTP status message from the response
var statusReason = http.getStatus();

}

http.getStatusCode()

Returns  the  status  code  from  the  HTTP  response  of  a  back-end  server.  This
method can only be used in HTTP response rules.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Hide HTTP 404 responses
if(http.getStatusCode() == 404) {
   http.redirect("http://www.shakatechnologies.com/");
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}
}

http.getVersion(isRequest)

Returns the version of the HTTP protocol being  used  in  the request (isRequest =
true) or response (isRequest = false).

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Only accept HTTP/1.1
if(http.getVersion(true).equals("HTTP/1.1")) {
   farm.use("AppServers");
}

}

http.headerExists(isRequest, name)

Reports  if  the  named  header  exists  or  not  in  the  request  (isRequest  =  true)  or
response (isRequest = false) stream. The lookup is case-sensitive.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Add a Host header if it does not exist in the request stream
if(!http.headerExists(true, "Host")) {
   http.addHeader(true, "Host", "Unknown");
}

}

http.isKeepAlive(isRequest)

Reports if  the  HTTP  request  (isRequest  =  true)  or  response  (isRequest  =  false)
connection is persistent (Keep-Alive).

Sample Usage

def run() {

/* Send non persistent HTTP connection streams to Farm1
* otherwise use Farm2
*/
if(!http.isKeepAlive(true)) {
   farm.use("Farm1");
} else {
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   farm.use("Farm2");
}

}

http.redirect(url)

Sends a  HTTP 302  'redirect'  response back to  the browser,  which  will  send  the
browser to a different URL

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Redirect all 404 error pages to our front page
if(http.getStatusCode() == 404) {
   http.redirect("http://www.shakatechnologies.com/");
}

}

http.removeCookie(isRequest, name)

Removes the named cookie from the incoming HTTP request stream (isRequest =
true)  or  outgoing  HTTP  response  stream  (isRequest  =  false).  Note  that  if  this
method is used in a HTTP response rule, that it will look for any occurrence of the
'Set-Cookie'  or  'Set-Cookie2'  headers  in  the  response  and  remove  the  named
cookie from that header.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Removes the JSESSIONID cookie from the request stream
http.removeCookie(true, "JSESSIONID");

}

http.removeCookies(isRequest, names)

Removes the named cookies from the incoming HTTP request stream (isRequest
= true) or outgoing HTTP response stream (isRequest = false). Note that if this
method is used in a HTTP response rule, that it will look for any occurrence of the
'Set-Cookie' or 'Set-Cookie2' headers in the response and remove the named
cookies from that header.

Sample Usage

def run() {
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// Removes the JSESSIONID and Priority cookies from the response
var delCookies = List("JSESSIONID", "Priority");
http.removeCookies(false, delCookies);

}

http.removeHeader(isRequest, name)

Removes the header with the specified name. If no header name is specified then
all headers are removed. This method can be applied to both request (isRequest =
true) or response rules (isRequest = false).

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Remove the X-Powered-By header in the response stream
http.removeHeader(false, "X-Powered-By");

}

http.retainHeaders(isRequest, names)

Removes all headers from the request/response that were not supplied in the List
(String) of names.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Only accept defined headers in HTTP request
var allowedHeaders = List("User-Agent", "Host");
http.retainHeaders(true, allowedHeaders);

}

http.saveRequest()

Save the request's  body  content so  that it  may  be  inspected  within  a  response
rule. This method can only be used in request rules.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Save the request's body content so that the body 
// may be inspected by a response rule
if("POST".equals(http.getMethod())) {
  http.saveRequest();
}

}
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http.sendResponse(responseCode, contentType, body, headers)

Responds to  the HTTP request directly  without load  balancing  the  request  to  a
farm  and  back-end  server.  It  generates  a  correct  HTTP  response  from  the
provided response code, content type, body data and headers.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Deny Access
var browser = http.getHeader("User-Agent");
var headerValues = List("denied=Yes",browser);
var headers = Map("Set-Cookie" -> headerValues, 
                  "X-Shaka" -> List("User-Denied"));
http.sendResponse(403, "text/html", "Go away", headers);

}

http.setBody(isRequest, body, charset)

Sets the body  for  the HTTP request (isRequest =  true)  or  response (isRequest =
false) with the supplied  string,  replacing  any  body  already  present.  This method
will also update the 'Content-Length' header. The optional charset can be used to
tell Ishlangu the charset of the body. UTF-8 is the default charset supported if no
charset is supplied.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Replace the word dollar with $ sign using UTF8 charset
var body = http.getBody(false);
body = body.replaceAll("dollar", "\$");
http.setBody(false, body);

}

http.setCookie(isRequest, cookieName, cookieValue)

Sets the named cookie and  it's  value in  the HTTP request (isRequest  =  true)  or
response (isRequest =  false).  If  a  cookie  with  the  same  name  is  present  in  the
HTTP  request  header  'Cookie',  it's  value  will  be  replaced  with  the  given  cookie
value. Likewise in the HTTP response, if a cookie with the same name is present in
the header 'Set-Cookie' or 'Set-Cookie2', it's value will be replaced  with  the given
cookie value.

Sample Usage
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def run() {

// Set a cookie in the HTTP response
http.setCookie(false, "Priority", "VIP_USER");

}

http.setHeader(isRequest, name, value)

Sets  a  new  header  with  the  specified  name  and  value.  If  there  is  an  existing
header with the same name, the existing header's value is replaced  with  the new
value. This method can be applied to both request (isRequest = true) or response
rules (isRequest = false).

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Add (or replace) the Server header in the response stream
http.setHeader(false, "Server", "Ishlangu");

}

http.setPath(path)

Overwrites  the  path  in  the  HTTP  request  with  the  supplied  value.  If  the  value
contains a '?', this method will also set or replace the query string in the request.
Any  control  characters  (%,*,+,$)  in  the  value  supplied  will  be  encoded  prior  to
replacement.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Deep link URL for advertise campaign
if(http.getPath().equals("/productX")) {
   http.setPath("/shop/products");
   http.setQueryString("item=x");
   farm.use("AppServers");
}

}

http.setQueryString(queryString)

Replaces  the  query-string  in  the  HTTP  request  with  the  supplied  value.  Any
control  characters  (%,*,+,$)  in  the  value  supplied  will  be  encoded  prior  to
replacement.

Sample Usage
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def run() {

// Inject brand information based on domain
var host = http.getHostHeader();
if(host.equals("www.brandx.com")) {
   http.setQueryString("brand=x");
} else if(host.equals("www.brandy.com")) {
   http.setQueryString("brand=y");
}

}

5.2.5 Http.Wco

http.wco.optimizeCss()

Optimizes Cascading Style Sheets.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var contentType = http.getHeader(false, "Content-Type");
if(!string.isEmpty(contentType)) {
   if(contentType.contains("image") && 
      contentType.startsWith("text/css")) {
      // Response was a Cascading-Style Sheet.  
      // Optimize it and cache the result.
      http.wco.optimizeCss();
      http.cacheResponse();
      http.cacheEntryTtl(1800);
   }
}

}

http.wco.optimizeImage()

Optimizes Image types. This function will return true if the image was
successfully optimized. 
The following mime-types are supported: image/jpeg, image/png, image/gif,
image/tiff, image/x-portable-anymap.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var contentType = http.getHeader(false, "Content-Type");
if (!string.isEmpty(contentType) &&
   (contentType.startsWith("image/png") ||
   contentType.startsWith("image/jpeg") ||
   contentType.startsWith("image/gif"))) {   
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   // Response was an image.  Attempt to optimize it
   var optimized = http.wco.optimizeImage();
   if (optimized) {
      // Image was successfully optimized,
      // cache the optimized image
      http.cacheResponse();
      http.cacheEntryTtl(1800);
   }
}

}

http.wco.optimizeJs()

Optimizes Javascript responses.  If there is an error in the javascript source, the
content will not be optimized.

Sample Usage

def run() {

var contentType = http.getHeader(false, "Content-Type");
if (!string.isEmpty(contentType) &&
   (contentType.startsWith("application/x-javascript") ||
   contentType.startsWith("application/javascript") ||
   contentType.startsWith("text/javascript"))) {
   // Response was Javascript.  Optimize it and cache the result.
   http.wco.optimizeJs();
   http.cacheResponse();
   http.cacheEntryTtl(1800);
}

}

5.2.6 Logger

logger.log(message)

Logs the provided message to Ishlangu's script  log  file,  which  is  viewable in  the
admin console (Logs & Reports > View Logs).

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Log to system
if(http.getPath().equals("/images")) {
   logger.log("User request is for images");
}

}
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5.2.7 Net

net.getLocalIP() - deprecated
This  function  has  been  deprecated  and  may  be  removed  in  future  versions  of  Ishlangu.  Use
net.getLocalIP(isRequest) instead. 

Returns the IP address the client is connected to, ie. the listening IP address of the
proxy servicing the request.

net.getLocalIP(isRequest)

Returns the IP address the client is connected to, i.e the listening IP address of the
proxy servicing the request (isRequest = true) or the IP address Ishlangu is using
(isRequest = false) to connect to the real server that is servicing the request.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the listening IP the client is connected to
var localIP = net.getLocalIP(true);

}

net.getLocalPort() - deprecated
This  function  has  been  deprecated  and  may  be  removed  in  future  versions  of  Ishlangu.  Use
net.getLocalPort(isRequest) instead. 

Returns the network  port  the client  is  connected  to,  ie.  the  listening  port  of  the
proxy servicing the request (e.g TCP Port 80 for plain text HTTP).

net.getLocalPort(isRequest)

If  'isRequest'  =  true  then  this  function  returns  the  network  port  the  client  is
connected to, ie. the listening port  of  the proxy  servicing  the request.  However  if
'isRequest'  =  false,  this  function  will  return  the  network  port  Ishlangu  used  to
connect to the real server that is servicing the request.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the listening Port the client is connected to such as 80
var localPort = net.getLocalPort(true);

}

net.getRemoteIP() - deprecated
This  function  has  been  deprecated  and  may  be  removed  in  future  versions  of  Ishlangu.  Use
net.getRemoteIP(isRequest) instead. 
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Returns the connecting client's IP address.

net.getRemoteIP(isRequest)

Returns the connecting client's IP address (isRequest = true) or the real server's IP
address (isRequest = false).

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the IP of the real server responding to the request
var remoteIP = net.getRemoteIP(false);

}

net.getRemotePort() - deprecated
This  function  has  been  deprecated  and  may  be  removed  in  future  versions  of  Ishlangu.  Use
net.getRemotePort(isRequest) instead. 

Returns the network port of the connecting client.

net.getRemotePort(isRequest)

Returns the network  port  of  the connecting  client  (isRequest  =  true)  or  the  real
server's listening port (isRequest = false).

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Get the TCP Port of the client making the request
var remotePort = net.getRemotePort(true);

}

net.isIpInSubnet(ipAddress, cidrSubnet)

Determines if the provided  IP  address is  contained  in  the supplied  CIDR subnet.
This function interprets the first parameter as a string  containing  an  IP  address,
and  its  second  parameter  as  a  string  containing  the  CIDR  IP  subnet.  CIDR  IP
subnets can be of the form "10.64.60.0/24" or "10.64.60.0/255.255.255.0".

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Validate IP is in defined subnet
var remoteIP = net.getRemoteIP();
if(net.isIpInSubnet(remoteIP, "10.0.0.0/8")) {
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   // IP is in the 10.x.x.x subnet so allow him to dev site
   farm.use("Dev");
}

}

5.2.8 String

string.base64Decode(s, charset)

Decodes the provided  Base64  encoded String  and  returns  the  plain  text  String.
You can  optionally  provide  the  charset  of  the  supplied  string  otherwise  UTF-8
charset is used.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Decodes a username and password from HTTP BASIC Auth
var authHeader = http.getHeader("Authorization");
if(authHeader.contains("Basic")) {
   var cryptPass = authHeader.substring(6);
   var userPass = string.base64Decode(cryptPass);
   logger.log("User used: " + userPass);
}

}

string.base64Encode(s, charset)

Encodes the provided String in Base64 with the supplied charset.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Encode a username and password for HTTP BASIC Auth
var enc = string.base64encode("user:passwd");
http.setHeader(false, "Basic", enc);

}

string.isEmpty(s)

Determines if the provided String is null or empty.

Sample Usage

def run() {

// Cache Images and hold in memory for 30 minutes
var content = http.getHeader(false, "Content-Type");
if(!string.isEmpty(content)) {
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   if(content.contains("image")) {
      http.cacheResponse();
      http.cacheEntryTtl(1800);
   }
}

}

6 Further Resources

6.1 Ishlangu Manuals

Your  application  management  system  includes  an  Installation  and  Getting
Started  Guide,  which  is  intended  to  get  you  up  and  running  quickly.  A  more
detailed Reference Manual is also provided. 

You can access these manuals via the Admin Console by navigating to Support >>
Manuals  or  download  the most recent versions from  the Shaka  Documentation
Portal:

http://docs.shakatechnologies.com/ishlangu

6.2 Online Help

Click on the Help button on any page of the Admin Console to see detailed help
information for that page. The left-hand navigation menu, allows you to easily
navigate the help text. The help text search facility will help you find specific
items.

The Application Security >> Rules >> Rule page also has a link to the uControl
, a quick reference guide to all available functions.

6.3 Shaka Websites

For more information about Shaka Technologies and its products, please visit our
website at http://www.shakatechnologies.com

Shaka  provides  several  resources  to  ensure  you  have  everything  needed  to
effectively use Ishlangu. The following web-based resources are available:

http://support.shakatechnologies.com. The  main  Shaka  support  portal  for
all Shaka products. This portal provides the following useful tools:

o Support  case  management  -  Get  support  for  Shaka  products  from
Shaka Technologies dedicated support.

o Knowledge  base  -  Stores  a  lot  of  example  configurations  and
troubleshooting tips.

o Community forums - Community led support and troubleshooting tips.

http://docs.shakatechnologies.com/ishlangu
http://www.shakatechnologies.com
http://support.shakatechnologies.com
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http://help.shakatechnologies.com. The up-to-date online context-sensitive
help system. 

http://docs.shakatechnologies.com The Shaka  product documentation  site.
All up-to-date PDF versions, of all Shaka documentation.

http://help.shakatechnologies.com
http://docs.shakatechnologies.com
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